1.
Following Mal'cev we say that a group G has finitely separable finitely generated subgroups (or, briefly, is subgroup separable) if every finitely generated subgroup is the intersection of the subgroups of finite index containing i t .
(An equivalent condition is that the finitely
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In an invited lecture at the 1983 meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society in Brisbane, Peter Scott asked if infinite cyclic extensions of finitely generated free groups are necessarily subgroup separable. The following example shows that the answer to this is in the negative. CSee Section 2 for the verification.)
Example. The group K with presentation C U K = <y i a 3 &\y~ ay = aB , y~ fy = B> is not subgroup separable.
Now it is not difficult to see that K is the fundamental group of a punctured-torus bundle over the circle, namely that obtained by 
COROLLARY. Not all finitely generated 3-manifold groups are subgroup separable.
On the other hand it is not difficult to verify that K is not a knot group (.since K/K' = 7L © 7L ) , and in fact not even the group of a link. Since one of the simplest knot groups whose subgroup separability is unknown is the figure-eight knot group <y,*»$\y~ ay = Qa 3 y~2by = 6a6> it is therefore natural to ask the following Question. Are knot groups, in particular the figure-eight (One may ask whether in fact in every finitely generated 3-manifold group and one-relator group the (nontriviall finitely generated normal subgroups are separable. Note that in, for instance, free products and Now since knot groups have codimension ^ 2 (Papakyriakopoulos [7] ), and since their finitely generated subgroups are finitely presented (Scott [#] has shown that all 3-manifold groups have this property), the proposition follows for these. (The separability of the identity subgroup is equivalent to residual finiteness, which has been established for knot groups on the basis of Thurston's work.) Pietrowski [6] has shown that one-relator groups with centre are treed HNN groups with infinite cyclic vertex groups. Hence for onerelator groups with centre the proposition is a consequence of the following more general
LEMMA. A finitely generated treed HNN group G (that is fundamental group of a graph of groups) with free vertex groups and cyclic amalgamated and associated subgroups, has separable non-trivial, finitely generated normal subgroups.
This is in turn a consequence of the fact that every finitely generated subgroup of such a group G is finitely presented (see [4] and groups of codimension < 2 is closed under forming amalgamated products and HNN extensions with free amalgamated and associated subgroups.
(Here the separability of the identity subgroup, or, equivalently, the residual finiteness of one-relator groups with centre, follows from Murasugi's result that such groups are infinite cyclic extensions of finitely generated free groups.)
2.
Verification of the example. that i f X* ^ X and r < I i n t e r s e c t the amalgamated subgroup U t r i v i a l l y , then the subgroup <X 7J J 7 > they together generate i s equal t o X 7 * J 7 , and, more to the point here, s a t i s f i e s <X JJ 7 ;Z > n X = X 2 ,
Applying t h i s to the subgroup From this and the fact that a .a., e E n A for all i e 7L , it will then i v+1
follow that A/CE n A)N i s abelian (in fact cyclic) , whence
As the f i r s t step towards establishing (3) we show that (4) a Q (.a^af +1 )a~^ e E n A for i > 0 (t = ± 1) . The next, and f i n a l , step i s to show t h a t (7) a^Ca^a'^a^ e (B n A)N for a l l i (e = ± 1) .
The desired conclusion (3) will then follow since (ff n A)N is normalized by <a;> , so that from (7) A very similar argument establishes (7) with e = -1 . 
